
QUARANTIMES:QUARANTIMES:

HERE WE GO AGAIN!HERE WE GO AGAIN!
 

 

Sarah Everard was 33. Sarah Everard was a marketing executive in London. Sarah Everard was

deeply loved by family and friends alike. But Sarah Everard was kidnapped, brutally murdered and

dumped 50 miles away at 9pm one night. A MET police officer has been charged for her kidnap

and murder. Women’s safety has been jeopardised for years. Men have an unspoken superiority to

women, and this results in the verbal, physical and sexual harassment of many females, all across

the globe. THIS NEEDS TO STOP. Women are not objects, Women are not the property of males.

Women are not weaker or dumber than men. Women are not defined by the clothes they wear - a
short skirt is not an invitation. Society needs education about these matters. Nobody should feel

unsafe walking alone down a street; especially not HALF of the world population. Let’s come

together and stop violence and harassment against women. This isn’t a trend to join, this is a

prevalent issue that needs to be sorted now.  

“Jitte! Ossu.” 
I bow, back ramrod straight. And begin. 

There is a common misconception that karate is a way to fight. To
me, it is a meditative form of self-defence. Some people practise

yoga or enjoy a massage; I prefer to tighten up my roundhouse kick. 
Marbles of sweat squeeze out of my crinkled forehead. I slide

seamlessly into back stance... and block! 
Nine years of karate has taught me discipline, dedication and self-

confidence - if I can take down a 150lb man with a sweep kick, what
can’t I do! However, it’s also instilled in me the importance of

teamwork; be it patiently coaching blue-belts through convoluted
punch sequences or cheerleading juniors as they struggle with
reverse kicks, my experience would be diminished without the

friendships I have erected in the dojo. 
Lunging forward, I strike at nose-height. “Kiyai!”. 

Final bow, and a relieved exhale. 
Karate may be defined as an individual’s sport; but the resounding

claps of my teammates as I finish - a sweat-soaked, euphoric mess -
demonstrate otherwise. 
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Perfluorocarbon is a liquid that holds large

amounts of oxygen and carbon dioxide. This

means that a gas exchange can occur,

making the liquid breathable to humans.

These liquids do not cause lasting harm to

humans but can be used in modern torture.

The person being tortured would be put in a

dark box and told that if they didn’t speak,

they would slowly be drowned. The box

would then be slowly filled with

perfluorocarbon. If the person didn’t speak,

they would be ‘drowned’. It is said to be very

painful for the lungs to adjust to the new way

of breathing and some people mistake this

with death. Many people pass out with fear

long before the liquid reaches their lungs.

The person torturing them will then leave

them there for a while before very quickly

removing them from the tank. This gives the

feeling of being reborn and at this stage, they

are likely to tell to person torturing them the

information that they were trying to hide. If

they don’t, this process will be repeated as

many times as it takes to get the information

off of them. This modern version of

waterboarding is said to be very effective.

Deputy Editor, Sahar Jafferbhoy

PerfluorocarbonPerfluorocarbonPerfluorocarbon

I think it’s brave that you drag yourself

out of bed every morning; even when

your soul feels weary, your bones are

heavy, and your mind tells you to keep

lying down and to never get up. 

I think it’s brave that you keep on

trying again and again, even if you

keep failing and falling down. 

I think it’s brave that you push away

the strong waves rolling in every single

day, and still continue to fight.

I think it’s brave that you face all your

personal challenges, but still have a

beaming smile stretched across your

face, and care for all your friends.

I think it’s brave that you do you, and

never stop. 

I think it’s brave that you’ve survived

all of your worst days.

 

I know there’s been days when you’ve

wanted to give up, especially when

things became particularly bad, but I

know it’s brave that you never do.  

I think it’s brave...I think it’s brave...I think it’s brave...



When the broad light of day is not enough to protect us, what do we do? When regardless of the moderation

we so carefully and intricately put into our clothing choices; to not dare appeal 

so that we may go home in peace - when that is not enough to protect us, what do we do? When people in

positions of power abuse that authority and when the worst thing that can happen does, how do we

desperately attempt to prevent it from happening again?

These are questions that have been echoed across the country after the tragic passing of Sarah Everard; a now

infamous name. Sarah was simply walking home in a well-lit, and populated area of London when she was

taken. A Metropolitan Police officer has since been charged for her kidnap and murder. 1000s of candles lit up

the dark streets of London as women and men  alike appeared at Clapham Common in South London to

honour her memory. 

In a world were activism, from screens to streets, is playing an evermore vital role in highlighting the problems

within our society, vigils are essential gatherings in coming together to strive for change. Memorialised and

honoured, candlelit vigils have their place as an essential and healing act of peaceful protest - showing a

solidarity to the family and murder victim whilst having a more personal element that is often forgotten to a

cause. Sarah Everard's candlelit vigil took place on the 13th of March, becoming a large anti-violence rally and

acting as an empowering symbol for women, not only in the U.K but across the globe, despite it defying

COVID restrictions.

After a High Court hearing stated the vigil would be “unlawful,” the defendants (organisers of the event)

accused the classification of directly clashing with Article 11 of the Human Rights Act of 1988. This Act protects

our right to protest, holding meetings and demonstrating with other people, applying to peaceful protest. As

crowds grew in number, police asked individuals to leave due to the COVID regulations, this is when the

disruption began. 

By seven o’clock, a woman can been seen being forcefully rammed to her knees by two officers,  pushed to

the ground, unable to catch her fall and shouting out in attempt to retrieve her prescribed glasses. Minutes

later, arrests were made and police can be heard threatening the use of their batons. Organisers commented

on the disruption at the vigil between law enforcement officers and those present, explaining their upset with

the situation. Stating that the Police were even seen “physically manhandling women at a vigil against male

violence,” although law enforcement claim they were all the while acting for people’s safety.

The controversy of the evening doesn’t stop there, the general public were quick to notice the striking contrast

to that of the crowds descending Ibrox Stadium and George Square in Glasgow city centre, just under two

weeks prior, where many individuals were found under the influence and aggressive.  Although 28 arrests

were made that evening, in comparison to the four at Sarah Everard's vigil, officers were not seen to be man

handling anyone and some reports claim police participated in the celebrations. 

However, in light of the vigil last weekend, the Crime Bill has been changed. From noise limits to extended

prison sentences for public property damage, (up to ten years in prison for the destruction of public property!)

the Bill modification has caused widespread outrage. In addition to enabling police further authority over

protests and augmenting the legislation regarding peaceful protest under COVID, it has also caused critics to

claim the new measures are poorly thought out and “impose disproportionate controls on free expression and

the right to protest,” while some have defended the bill changes, claiming the right to protest is not absolute.

Regardless, the murder of Sarah Everard has certainly ricocheted and sparked much needed conversations of

sexual harassment towards woman; the story striking a cord with many us have been effected or either know

someone who has been effected by this type of violence. The impact of the incident unearthing the terrifying

roots these problems have in our society, women opening up about their own disturbing experiences; girls as

young as eleven statistically noticing the threats their counter gender may pose. Sarah was not the first and

will sadly not be the last to become fall victim and so I beg a question to the reader, what needs to happen

now?

You Have the Right to RemainYou Have the Right to RemainYou Have the Right to Remain

SilentSilentSilent   
Phoebe Jennings and Zara Taylor



 

Method
1) Preheat oven to 180°c. Line a square or
rectangle shaped tin with baking paper
(at least 2.tcm 
deep) 
2) Sift flour, baking powder, sugar and salt
to a large bowl.
3) Whisk oil, milk, vanilla extract and eggs
in a bowl and then pour into the dry
ingredient bowl, 
then add in the chocolate chips. 
4) Bake for 25 minutes, then lave to cool.
5) For the icing, melt the butter then add
the icing sugar, cocoa powder and milk. 
6) Once the cake has cooled, pour the
icing over the top and cut into squares. If
you have sprinkles 
add them on top before the icing
becomes firm.
7) Enjoy!

Physics and Computing SciencePhysics and Computing SciencePhysics and Computing Science
Joke Ladder!!!Joke Ladder!!!Joke Ladder!!!      

Up with the worst jokes (but the best hair!) we have
Mr Darby:

An electron and a positron go into a bar.

Positron: "You're round."

Electron: "Are you sure?"

Positron: "I'm positive."

A photon checks into a hotel. The bellhop asks,

“Can I help you with your luggage?” The photon

replies, “I don’t have any. I’m traveling light!”

Second worst (or second best) we have Mr McBride
heading in with some questionable computing jokes... 

 

Have you heard the new band 1023MB?

No

Well, they haven’t had a gig yet…

I don't like computer science jokes...

Not one bit.

With the BEST jokes this week it’s Dr Brown!!
 

What’s a physicist’s favourite food?

Fission chips

 

Have you heard about the physicist that was cooled

to absolute zero?

He’s 0K now.

I guess it’s up to all of you whether these jokes
were better than the chemistry and biology

departments...

Katie MacDougall

Cake Mix ingredients: 
190ml oil
250g plain flour
80g cocoa powder
3tsp baking powder
300g light brown sugar
350ml milk
1tsp vanilla extract
2 eggs
150g white chocolate chips 

Icing ingredients:
150g butter
200g icing sugar
4tsp cocoa powder
2tbsp milk
(Sprinkles)



CREATIVITY CORNER
A glimpse into HSD’s artistic talent :) 

Finlay De Vale, F5

Finlay De Vale, F5

Finlay De Vale, F5

Emma Gilchrist, F4   

Grace Purdie, F4   

Emma Gilchrist, F4   

Emma Gilchrist, F4   

Grace Purdie, F4   

Grace Purdie, F4   



Looking back on your school days, what would you say your favourite memories are? Were
you part of any clubs or did you take part in any activities at school? 
I attended the High School of Dundee from L6 through to Form 6, and I have so many rich memories
from those eight years. On the academic side, I recall producing a meticulously shaded to-scale map
of Newport and Wormit as part of a geography project, memorizing the causes of the First World War,
and discovering Anton Chekhov and E.M. Forster. My most vivid and fond memories, however, relate
to music and drama. I always loved singing, playing the flute and piano and above all, studying speech
and drama in a tiny classroom up in the rafters of what was then called ‘the Girls’ School.’ Whilst I was
never sufficiently talented or focused enough to pursue a career on stage, I know acting and
performing gave me confidence and increased my comfort in public speaking and articulating a point
of view with conviction. I strongly encourage young people everywhere to spend time on stage, as
confidence is such an important attribute later in life. I’m glad to hear it’s now embraced as a Core
Value at the High School. 

Did you make any lasting friendships and, if so, are you still in touch with old school friends
today?
After DHS I attended Edinburgh University, where I kept in touch with many classmates who were also
there. Immediately after graduation, I moved to the United States. In an era before social media, it was
a lot harder to keep in touch, but the combination of Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn have helped
me reconnect with a number of classmates in the last ten years. I recently met up with Douglas Keir
and his family when they were visiting San Francisco and we realised it had been 23 years since we
saw each other! I appreciate how small the world feels thanks to social media, and when I run into old
friends during trips home I typically already have a sense of what’s going on in their lives through that
social connection. 

If you had to describe your school-age self in three words, what would they be?
Even in my teens I was hard-working, a multi-tasker and stressed! I did well academically, and I had a
full slate of extra-curricular activities, none of which I would have traded, but in the process I think I
put a lot of pressure on myself to overachieve. I sometimes wish I could tiptoe back in time, give
myself a hug and tell myself that everything would be more than OK. From my current vantage point
in Silicon Valley, the pressure on young people to do well in school is even greater than it was back
then. Finding the right balance as a parent, and as a student, is tough. It’s one of the things I think
about on a daily basis whilst raising my three girls with my husband, Joel, and juggling a demanding
career at the same time. 

Q&A WITH LEELA SRINIVASAN, HSD FP’1991Q&A WITH LEELA SRINIVASAN, HSD FP’1991Q&A WITH LEELA SRINIVASAN, HSD FP’1991
   Chief Marketing Officer for SurveyMonkey (Interview initially published in HSD’s FP magazine, Schola Clara)



Canva  

 

A continuation of my piece in the last QuaranTimes
edition: 

What countries accept Bitcoin?
Over 80 countries accept Bitcoin although more of
20 of which have placed restrictions on buying and
processing Bitcoin. For example, if you want to buy
Bitcoin in the UK. you would have to fit the
registration requirements and apply for a license.
In many other countries such as China and Nigeria,
two countries that have actually bought a large
percentage of Bitcoin available have no banks that
actually accept the currency making it very difficult
people to cash in.

What companies accept Bitcoin? 
Although you may own Bitcoin you would have to
find out what companies accept it, this is because
only 15,174 businesses currently accept Bitcoin
payments and most of these companies are
situated in America.

Bitcoin’s affect on the climate
If Bitcoin became a more widespread use of
payment, it would also take a toll on the planet as it
uses 3994x more electricity per transaction
compared to a credit card.
Right now Bitcoin uses more electricity than
Argentina each year!

The first Bitcoin purchase took place back in may of
2010 where a man paid 10,000 Bitcoin for 2 pizzas,
at that time 10,000 Bitcoin was worth about £30
where as of now it is worth roughly £340,200,600.
Nowadays, that would be a very expensive pizza
place!!

 And we’re into the Easter
holidays! It feels like it’s been
ages since the snowy days of
February’s mid-term break;
since then, we’ve had four

weeks of online classes, the
junior school and F4-6 have

returned to school for two full
weeks of teaching, and Forms 1
to 3 have been doing all sorts
of fun activities at Mayfield! (I’d

much rather be measuring how
high I could jump in maths
lessons than slaving over

Maclaurin’s series!).
 I have loved seeing my friends

again though, especially
chatting to those that I am not
close enough with to regularly
keep in touch with - the people

that I always meet in the
corridors, the ones that I have a
laugh with in the study room, or

those that I moan about
Chemistry with... 

I may have loved the flexibility
of online learning, but I don’t

think anything beats the feeling
of actually meeting up with

friends again :) 

enjoy your
holidaus! 

EDITOR’S NOTE

T H E  Q U A R A N T I M E S  T E A M

Malavikha Sudarshan 

Prithvi Sudarshan


